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Abstract 

We nave developed analytical tools for calculating 
the variation of particle action, smear and emittance 
growth due to nonlinear elements in accelerators 
(with second order perturbation theory in two 
dimensions). Our results for the AGS-Booster is 
presented. 

I. Introduction 

We have exanined the variations of the particle 
action, beam emittance, smear and perturbation to 
tune due to eddy currents, saturation and chromati- 
city sextupoles in the AGS-Booster. A brief overview 
of our theoretical developmect with second order per- 
turbation theory in two dimensions is given in Sec- 
tion II and our analysis for the Booster is presented 
in Section III. FiglJreS are also included. 

II. Theory nz k h + 

We can study the variation of the beam emittance 
!emittance growth), perturbation to tune, etc. for a 
system described by the Hamiltonian: 
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by using the Hamilton’s equations and generating func- 
tion: 

G = Kx$x + K,@, + 

* Cos in, $x + nz oz + 5 ). 
(2) 

Where (Jx, z, ox, Qz) an% (Kx, Y,, 5 k Y,, Y,) are the 
old and new action-angle variables respectively ; 
h&s) are the generalized multipole strengths; 
gf (K,,Kz, 

T 
s) are the generating function resonance 

s rengths (whose magnitude measures the extent to 
w?ich Jx and J, deviate from the invariants of the 
motion); nx ar.d nz are integers (defining a given 
resonance) and 3 is the phase. With the angle vari- 
soles 
p = aG(K,,b,,@,,@,,s) ; y = aC(K,,K,,@,,b,,s) 

x a Kx 2. a Kz (3) 

and the tune defined as 

” x = 
Y,(Z) - Y,(O) 

27 , vz = 
P,(C! - Y,(O) 

2n (4) 

we have obtained expressions for the perturbation to 
tJne: 

0 
" x = vx + 2 a,,K, + axzK, + . . . (5) 

0 
vz = vz + 2 ax,Kx + 2 a,,K, + . . . (6) 

0 0 where LIP, vz are the unperturbed tunes; (axx, ax, and 
nZz coefficients are given in Reference 2). The amp- 
litude dependence of the ttine (due to sextupoles in 
the Rooster) can be seen from Fig. 4, which also 

* ‘#rk performed !Jnder the auspices of the U.S. 
Department of Energy. 

illustrates that with the perturbed tune and ordinary 
perturbation theory we obtain similar results to 
those obtained from superconvergent perturbation 
theory of the same order. Since if we had used the 
linear tune (used in canonical perturbation theory) 
we would not have seen the resonance conditions when 
on resonance, (more details will be given in Ref. 6). 
Furthermore, the action variables 

J -35 -5 
x - a@ x - 2n 

;,J,=ac =g 
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are deduced from the generating function given by Eq. 
(2): 

J, = Kx + 
Ii 
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from which the maximum emittance growth; (i.e. the 
estimate of the upper limit the emittance may grow to 
as long as the tunes are far from any resonancesl) 
can be found as: 

r nx. g.(K,,K,,s) 1 
Ex<2r Kx+E 
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(11) 
where the measure of the extent to which the emit- 
tance varies from the invariant of the motion’93 
(called smear) is defined as 

smear = 

Additionally, the linear aperture fin can be found 
using the initial beam emmitance E. and the max’ 
hetatron amplitude Bmax as; aLin = 
In the next section, using the above expressions, we 
illustrate some of our results for the AGS-Booster. 

III. AGS-Booster Lattice 

We have investigated the effects of the noifl;near 
elements (e.g. sextupoles) in the AGS-Booster 2 and 
will present our results (below) given the Booster 
operating tunes of vE=4.82, $=1(.83 (periodicity = 6; 
cgrcumierence = 201 .78 m; and an initial emittance 
Ex = E, = 5 

-5 and -6). 
o 71 mm-mrad; (for chromaticities C,=C,=G, 

Our analytical results agrees quite well 
with those obtained from the tracking programs 
(ORBIT, PATRICIA and TEAPOT). 
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i) Ear Cx=O,=-5; The perturbation to tunes are: 

V ’ + 28.51156 Ex + 9.04346 E, x = vx 
0 

vz = vz + 9.04346 Ex + 15.00660 E, 

With unperturbed tunes V: = 4.82, V: = 4.83 the 
perturbed tunes become ox = 4.821878 and 
” - 4.831202; wit’l naximum total emittance of 
1028,159 TI mm-mrad (at the 13th element). The 
linear aperture is maximum at this chromaticity 
C-5), with the beam size of about 27 to 28 mm. 

ii) For Cx = C, = -6; the perturbation of tunes are 

” x = v; + 52.46787Ex + 0.5410339Es 

” z = 11; + 0.5410339Ex + 9.361794Es 
0 0 with vx = 4.82, vz = 4.83 the perturbed tunes 

become vx = 4.822650 and VS = 4.830194 with 
maximum total enittance of 108.921 TI mm-mrad (at 
17th element); 

iii) For Cx = C, = 0; the perturbation of tunes are 

v x = v; + 21 .51338Ex + -11 .9981 E, 

u z = v; + -11 .99981 Ex + 104.3379Es 
and the perturbed tunes become 
” x = 4.820476 and U - 4.834616 
with maximumZtotal emittance of 
118.865!lnmm-mrad (at 7th element). 

In our analytical analysis of the systematic 
resonances in the Booster we note that the 2vx-2vz 
coupling becomes large when the chromaticity of the 
machine is corrected to zero. Smear plot shown in 
Fig. 1 illustrates this large coupling for 
chromaticities C, = C, = 0. 
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becomes large (as seen in Fig. 1) when the 
chromaticity is corrected to zero, it does not lead 
to emittance growth, (since for the difference 
resonance, the sum of the emittances remain the 
same), also indicated by tracking results. 
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Figure 2. 
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Figure 3. 

Figure 1. 
Figure 2 and 3 clearly shows that this coupling is 
greatly reduced at a chronaticity of about -5 to -6 
as confirmed by tracking results. Figure 4 shows the 
amplitude dependence of the tune. In order to study 
this coupling further, we calculated the 2vx-2v, gen- 
erating function resonance strength4, shown in Figure 
5. We note that the resonance strength becomes mini- 
mum for chromaticities of about -5. This is the re- 
gion where the chromaticity correcting sextupoles is 
minimum. Which agrees well with the tracking results. 
The perturbation to tunes are also smallest at ‘chrom- 
aticities of about -5. Furthermore , we have consid- 
ered and note the strength of the ox and vx-2vz res- 
onances since (although their bandwidth are large: 
their strength is also very large. Thus, making 
these resonances significant. We are further inves- 
tigating the contribution of these resonances. Fig. 
5 shows the strength of 2vx-2vz, vx and vx-2v, reson- 
ances versus chromaticity of the Booster in the pres- 
ence of eddy currents and chromaticity sextupsles. Our 
results shows that although the 2vx - Zv, coup1ing 
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Since the goal for the Booster is to enable the 
acceleration of all species c~f heavy ions at the AGS 
(as well as to increase the ACS proton ar.d polarized 
proton intensities), we must incl,Jde the iron satura- 
tion effect of the magr.et. ThJs, in Fig. 6, we il- 
lustrate the vx resonance strength versus the Booster 
?hromaticity for the Booster lattice witn saturatim 
33; chr-2w:icity sextupoles. 
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Figure 7. 

Figure 7, shows the maximum total emittance as func- 
tion of chromaticity for the Booster lattice in the 
presence of eddy currents and chromaticity sextu- 
po- *j. 

ConclLlsion 

We have developed analytical expressions from which 
we calculated the perturbation to tune, emittance 
growth and the beam size for the AGS-aooster. Our 
results indicates that although 2vx - 2vz coupling 
becomes large when the Boaster chromaticity is cor- 
rected to zero, it does not lead to emittance growth, 
as confirmed by tracking results from ORBIT and 
PATRICIA. Further, we note the chromaticity range of 
-5.5 to -2.5 for the operation of the Booster. We 
notti the beam size of 27 to 28 mm at chromaticity -5 
(where the linear aperture seems to be minimum!. 
Additionally, we showed the amplitude dependence of 
tune and illustrated that using ordinary perturbation 
theory with perturbed t,ine could produce results sim- 
ilar to those obtained from super-convergent perturba- 
tion theory of the same order. 
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